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LIFE

  Across
 1 Promotions to fix in 

commercial vehicles (12)
 10 Eager pupil’s plea for 

online phenomenon (4)
 12 Cockney dish rose, having 

turned end (3,1,4,2)
 14 Remark further problem 

with concentration (3)
 15 Angler uses this weight  

in river, they say (8)
 17 Gold cloth piece is not 

silver – this might be 
either (5)

 18 Win back billion, not 
having a scale again (7)

 19 Understanding one? (6)
 22 Analog ____ could be 

‘slo-mo’, managed badly? 
(6)

 24 A state surrounded by 
empty sea (5)

 26 Urban guile represented  
by India in this place? (9)

 27 Trapped in Guyana, now  
I restore filaments (9)

 29 Poet’s transported working 
party (5)

 31 Court I use to ruin that  
one legally (6)

 34 Almost breaking out of an 
opening (6)

 36 Making everything 
different, if income falling 
short (7)

 38 It’s colourful for 
Polynesians have the lead, 
cycling (5)

 39 Dismissal from office 
visit, gun being shot 
around (8)

 41 Group that’s adapted piece 
played in Scotland for 
Bizet cut short (10)

 42 Gripping part of car: 
sound of exhaust? (4)

 43 I hear of dolts reclassified 
thus? (12)

 
  Down
 3 Plan backed by the 

French magistrates (7)
 4 Slice of meat that is  

a dish (5)
 5 Parkie in season where 

this foreigner’s from (9)
 6 Rate Spain’s footballers, 

say? (6)
 7 Material poet’s rejected (5)
 8 Staunch supporter of 

Proteas? (4)
 11 Artist stops another giving 

away name for footballer 
(8)

 16 Banker dumps Egypt’s 
capital for minimal value 
(3)

 19 Rejected text entertaining 
two kids (6)

 20 Girl is first son’s sibling 
(6)

 23 1,500 with this complaint 
could potentially be 
pandemonium (9)

 25 Pungent problem raised 
behind time (8)

 28 Ghanaian announced a 
sailor’s number (7)

 30 Petal is somehow not a  
part of plant (6)

 32 Judge this bar’s class of 
spirits (3)

 33 Alcoholic sinks round (5)
 35 Paddy in 5 (5)

A first prize of £30 and two 
runners-up prizes of £20 for the 
first correct solutions opened on 
27 December. Please scan or 
photograph entries and email 
them (including the crossword 
number in the subject field) to 
crosswords@spectator.co.uk,  
or post to: Crossword 2633, 
The Spectator, 22 Old Queen 
Street, London SW1H 9HP. 
Please allow six weeks for 
prize delivery. 

Crossword 
2633:  
Highly critical  
by Mr Magoo

business – young lady has drowned – slipped – 
pushed – who can tell – mad as a rat – method in it, 
sir – now for vengeance – plenty of it – death by 
rapier – poisoned tip – unfair – stepfather poisons 
mother – son stabs stepfather – and poisons too – 
doubly sure – excellent thinking – flights of angels 
– divinity – field of corpses – tragic – very. 
Bill Greenwell/Alfred Jingle’s Hamlet

Shakespeare? I went into him pretty thoroughly in 
my youth, Casaubon, and heartily recommend 
The Taming of the Shrew. I forget the precise 
details, of course, but the gist is the thing, what? 
Lucentio cannot marry (and so on) his Bianca 
until his sister Katherina is married. Enter 
Petrucio, a persistent (mark that) suitor, who 
takes, so to speak, the proverbial shrew by the 
horn and marries Katherina after a degree of 
to-and-fro, you understand. It being Shakespeare, 
there’s a good deal more to it than that; characters 
cross-dress and impersonate one another and so 
forth, all tremendous fun if you follow it, 
apparently. The point is, however, at least if 
I remember aright, that you cannot tame a shrew. 
Or that you can if you put your mind to it, it’s 
been thirty years since last I saw a production and, 
besides, Dorothea is hardly shrewish. 
Adrian Fry/Mr Brooke’s The Taming of the Shrew

I guess Shakespeare was very interested in cliffs. 
Symbolically, I mean. It’s what you fall from. 
And Mr Antolini had me riding for a fall. So it’s 
like a conjunction of fate that I found myself 
reading King Lear. It’s a pretty good play, and at 
first you don’t have to guess who the phoneys and 
hypocrites are. They’re right there doing it in front 
of you. But it gets complex, kind of cross-wired. 
If the King laps up compliments but punishes 
candour, what does that say about him? Further 
example: Edgar kids his blind father he was pushed 
off a cliff but caught and all. Can a lie serve the 
truth? That’s the question. Schoolteachers, 
prostitutes, ducks in Central Park, epiphanies for 
sure, but when you consider it they all might need 
catching any time. I guess that’s what Shakespeare 
meant and he was no phoney.
Basil Ransome-Davies/
Holden Caulfield’s King Lear

Macbeth, basically, wiz this wuss, no a proper 
hard man like, say, yours truly. Ah wouldnae listen 
tae auld women out on some stetch o’ heathland 
prophesyin’ what I wanted tae hear, even if they 
wiz right about Macbeth becomin’ Thane of 
Cawdor or whatever. Worse, he listens tae his 
foakin’ wife when she nags him tae off King 
Duncan and, fair play, backs him tae the hilt when 
he does. Macbeth goes all tae pieces after, having 
anyone kilt who stands agin’ his chances of 
stoppin’ on as King. Gutless, always back an’ forth 
sniffin’ after wifey or witches beggin’ fae 
reassurance, the witches reckinin’ he’ll be safe ‘til 
he cannae see the wood fae the trees or vice versa. 
Well, the copse comes tae Macbeth, Macduff, a 
proper tough guy Shakespeare’s play should ha’ 
been aboot, decapitates the softie after wifey’s 
offed herself. An’ rightly so, Ah’m sayin’.
Russell Chamberlain/Francis Begbie’s Macbeth 

NO. 3330: NOT LIKELY

You are invited to submit some improbable 
forecasts, in verse, for the year ahead. Please 
email entries of up to 16 lines to lucy@spec-
tator.co.uk by midday on 27 December.
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SOLUTION TO 2630: SOUVENIR  

The puzzle appeared on 11 November 2023. The unclued 
lights reveal ‘The CENOTAPH and POPPY evoke 
REMEMBRANCE SUNDAY, once ARMISTICE DAY, the 
ARMISTICE being SIGNED at the ELEVENTH HOUR, 
ELEVENTH DAY and ELEVENTH MONTH’.

First prize Victoria Estcourt, Tisbury, Wilts
Runners-up John Harley, Norton, Stockton on Tees;  
M.D. Conway, Grimsby
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The unclued entries (two of one 
word, two of two words, two of 
three words) combine to form a 
quotation. Elsewhere, ignore two 
accents.
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